Precision Machine Tool Gantry

- Dual Linear Bearings on Cross Axis
- Integrated Way Wipers
- Full Lubrication on All Bearings
- Machine Crane Rail is Self Hardening
- Gear Rack is Not Exposed
- Rails are Grouted to Floor with Machine Tool Grout
- Optional Operator’s Chair
- 1D Holes With Plasma
- 5 HP Drill Optional
- 100% built in the USA.

Standard Equipment:
Specifications
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Bright HMI for drill speed control.

Burny 10 CNC control with touch screen allows use of industrial duty plasma with high frequency start.

BRUTUS: When you need machine tool quality motion, a drilling or tapping head and a 20 year estimated life span look no further. Brutus will do it all.

Factory installation
Factory support
Simple design
Machine tool precision
Width up to 35 Feet and unlimited lengths.
Affordable price.

Machined crane rail with "tucked" gear rack is grouted to concrete floor with machine tool grout for a rigid foundation.